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Splash mountain merchandise restock



Hello everyone! I was hoping to start a thread for people who want to pick up Splash Mountain merch. If someone is in the park, can you post updates on what is available in the store for those hoping to pick up something? Thanks. Didn't cms and OP's already buy it all? The photos I saw of people carting out big bags
were crazy. I would love to see Disney rebuild it as a big middle finger to the dealers. My DH and I were joking that they should just keep launching it and use the proceeds to fund the new project (as a big fundraiser). I would also love to see all the re-sellers get burned! They are not limited edition items and there is no
date on retheme + refurb yet, so theoretically they will continue to produce these items for a while We will end november and I really hope they still keep selling merch. I want a T and Hoodie before I can't get them anymore. My kids also want to buy a lot of things too. From what I've seen (not there personally) - Disney
keeps launching it and there's been great availability of it. It's the equivalent of baby yoda stuffed figure at Disney Springs.... people bought a truck load of them ... people on blogs reported they were sold out.... so Disney just puts out another ton!!! Lol. I agree with the statement above.... There are no words about when it
will be re-themed and they will just keep launching them. Am I the only one checking eBay once or twice a day looking for deals on Splash Mountain merch? Landed Funko set at a great price yesterday. You just have to be quick on the trigger. One of the original You Can Get wet wooden signs used on the tour (an old
stopper) that was replaced went to about 8 GRAND (!) last week. They are not limited edition items and there is no date on retheme + refurb yet, so theoretically they will continue to produce these items for a while They abruptly stopped producing on-demand Splash magic bands last week, so I doubt they will continue
production of this store goods. Last edited: Jul 10, 2020 Hello everyone! I was hoping to start a thread for people who want to pick up Splash Mountain merch. If someone is in the park, can you post updates on what is available in the store for those hoping to pick up something? Thanks. We were there early this morning
and the store had lots of stock at the time. There was a virtual queue plus a significant line to get in. I saw an obvious Ebay flipper pull out a massive load before we entered the store. They are limited by what they can wear, though. Currently no parcel delivery. Last edited: Jul 10, 2020 yes I do not see them stop the
production of that merch until the tour is ready to be restarted (and from the rumors that looks like it may not be until 2023). So you most likely have plenty of time to get what you need. Didn't cms and OP's already buy it all? The pictures I saw of carting out big bags was crazy. I keep hearing mixed things.... I see a lot of
the streams and I first heard everything everything sold out, and then I heard that they had replenished plush, so I have no idea! It looks like everyone is saying they are launching, which would be great. Getting flashbacks to the whole toilet paper thing. They're prob just going to rebuild and all these folks hoarding are
going to look foolish when they can't sell it for a 500%+markup. Esp since I think Splash is going to stick around until after 50th For someone there, do they have the lavish vulture? My hubby is a fan of the animation, and everyone else is sitting on his shelves. For anyone there, do they have the lavish vulture? My hubby
is a fan of the animation, and everyone else is sitting on his shelves. The only plushes they sold on Thursday were the $27-30 rabbit, fox, and bear. CNN announced that there is a 4 hour wait to buy Splash merchandise? It's going to take years for this to have a true resale market. Disney will keep selling and even keep
rearranging until the last minute. Disney's going to make as much money from this as they can. They usually close this gift shop until the tour is officially closed and no schedule has been discussed and could be a 6 month or more. Page 2 The only pluses they sold on Thursday were $27-30 rabbit, fox, and bear. .... these
are the 3 that I had wanted to buy for my future [first] grandbaby [arriving in October!] .... ..... all these folks hoarding are going to look foolish when they can't sell it for a 500% + markup..... .... I checked out Amazon, E-Bay, etc., and the average going rate was from $200 upwards of $550..... Each. I doubt much of Splash
merch will be really collectible because either: 1) no one knows or cares about these characters for 5 years (we've discussed this, ~60% of Disney fans have never seen SotS, the number rises every year) and 2) it was mass produced and there are tens of thousands of pieces of it or more It will skyrocket for a bit with
this news But in the end, the hype will be all around the re-sellers and the next Gotta Have It Mickey-Ear headband. I see that many people clearly do not need stimulus benefit money.... .... I checked out Amazon, E-Bay, etc., and the average going rate was from $200 upwards of $550..... Each. Yeeeeah, it's literally
exactly like panic buying, my money is on the splash merch craze is gone for a month-ish, maybe more. I heard Briar Patch was closed today, though! Guess they cleaned them out! I see that many people clearly don't need stimulus benefit money.... As an anecdote about that ... a friend of mine said he went to his local
pawn shop. They were cleared out. People recovered their tickets and bought new ones with cash. Most all of them using their stimulus or unemployment checks. I found it amusing. The thing I remember most about the characters was not from SotS, but from remakes using just the animated parts. I remember watching
the film back in the 70s, but my memories are more about the animated characters. you just save me something for my August trip It will take take for this to have a true resale market. Disney will keep selling and even keep rearranging until the last minute. Disney's going to make as much money from this as they can.
They usually close this gift shop until the tour is officially closed and no schedule has been discussed and could be a 6 month or more. I agree. I'm sure there are already a lot of items to order. Can anyone confirm if the store was open today and if so they were doing the virtual queue.. I heard mixed stories For someone
there, do they have the lavish vulture? My hubby is a fan of the animation, and everyone else is sitting on his shelves. When I was there on Friday morning, there was only rabbit &amp; fox available. No bear or vulture. We came in first thing this morning - at 9:15 they took numbers to a virtual queue. There were tshirts
and sweatshirts, as well as some legs. .... you can't get these online... I tried. [... through WDW Parks merch page, anyhoo...] I wasn't ready. I think that Disney probably has a lot of merchandise to order for Splash Mountain. It will take a while before the transition happens and they don't want to leave this store empty. I
don't have any real knowledge of logistics, but I'd guess you have to put products in the pipeline some time in advance. I wasn't ready. I think that Disney probably has a lot of merchandise to order for Splash Mountain. It will take a while before the transition happens and they don't want to leave this store empty. I don't
have any real knowledge of logistics, but I'd guess you have to put products in the pipeline some time in advance. .... Ahhh..... thanks for the clarification.... Maybe every month, Disney should just announce that they're retheming some random ride in the future and see people buying merchandise like crazy. That alone
can make up losses to keep park attendance low! Page 3 .... these are the 3 that I had wanted to buy for my future [first] grandbaby [arriving in October!] .... I went to look at my little plushies and I also have Vulture. I read they remove Splash Mountain Medley from Park's music. since we've been going to WDW since
1973 I've got lots of Park music. They've been replenishing everyday I'd like to say something that can ruffle a few feathers... I don't feel any animosity toward these people loading up on merchandise. Am I jealous? Yes. I would have loved to be able to get into the park early and buy up. There's no need to be angry at
people who flip things. Case in point: HGTV Property Brothers, and Chip and Joanna Gaines Fixer Upper. Disney obviously doesn't care or they would set limits on purchases. It makes me sad that they don't, but they're just asking for people to take advantage of this. I'd like to say something that might ruffle a few
feathers... I don't feel any animosity toward these people loading up on merchandise. Am I jealous? Yes. I would have loved to be able to get into the park early buy up. There's no need to be angry at people who flip things. Case in point: HGTV Property Brothers, and Chip and Joanna Gaines Fixer Upper. Did you really
want to? I mean, if you'd been there this week and could pull it home, would you really go in and buy every single thing you could? Go right past people you know got in line five minutes after you? The difference in the examples you gave is these people improve things, and improve the value of selling it. These people
are just grabbing it up because they can; it's exactly like TP hoarders. I'm not disheveled, but I just didn't want to be someone who would do it. I agree, Disney is allowing it and I wish they would stop, but I think they need money right now so they don't really care. Did you really want to? I mean, if you'd been there this
week and could pull it home, would you really go in and buy every single thing you could? Go right past people you know got in line five minutes after you? To the person's original post. They're not doing anything wrong. Doesn't matter if they were in line 5 minutes or 10 minutes. If Disney allows it, they'll follow the rules.
Unfortunately, they're not doing anything wrong until Disney changes the rules. Whether you agree or not, that's how rules work. I'd like to say something that might ruffle a few feathers... I don't feel any animosity toward these people loading up on merchandise. Am I jealous? Yes. I would have loved to be able to get into
the park early and buy up. There's no need to be angry at people who flip things. Case in point: HGTV Property Brothers, and Chip and Joanna Gaines Fixer Upper. I don't see the comparison here. Buying a run down house and renovating it with your hard work is far different than hoarding merchandise to try to resell for
10x the cost or more. To be honest, I don't have much problem with this. Don't get me started though the disinfection of products that people currently need to be sold on eBay for 50x costs. Goods we need are very different from items we would like to collect. As I've mentioned in one of my previous posts in this thread,
I've been keeping a close eye on a lot of the SM merchandise that gets resold on eBay. It has already begun to calm down. For example, SM brown mugs with Br'er Rabbit were at close to $200 last week. Now it hovers around $90-95 on eBay. It's still insanely expensive. But as Disney continues to rebuild the store
every day (as they seem to do), prices will continue to settle and fall. Patience!! hehe That said, has anyone seen the limited Jungle Cruise funko pop released this morning at the Disney Store? It's so cute and I bought one! Best part is, it's limit 2 per account! Get them fast! To the person's original post. They're not doing
anything wrong. Doesn't matter if they were in line 5 minutes or 10 minutes. If allow, they follow the rules. Unfortunately they are not doing anything wrong until Disney Disney Rules. Whether you agree or not, that's how rules work. I didn't say they broke any rules. I just said I wouldn't do it. And I replied to the poster I
quoted. When I was at MK yesterday I chatted with one of the KMs in the store. She said they were limiting purchases to ten items. I don't know if that meant ten of a particular post or ten in total. She went on to say that some had ways around it of having more people in their party each take ten. We arrived first thing in
the morning and were the first party located in the virtual queue versus the regular line. When we entered the shop 30 minutes later, there were only t-shiris available. A CM told me that she heard they might get another restock a while later and suggested I re-enter the virtual queue, which I did. We were called back
about four hours later. They then had mugs, tumblers, picture frames, Funko Pop sets, bear plush, and rabbit plush. At the time, they only had young t-shirts left. Three guests in the store at the same time as us were clearly on a resale mission, with each grabbing ten plushes. My wife just wanted In Brer'ly got wet secret
message tank top to be added to the pile of discontinued retro Disney shirts. I saw they had them in The Briar Patch during CM Previews, but apparently they decided not to open this store for AP previews or the general reopening, and the tops weren't in stock when we entered the store at the end of the 11th. Hope they
can reopen the Briar Patch at some point. Crazy. So that the shop had like a 2 hour wait. Page 4 Was there any truth in the statement that the annual passholders had their passes revoked to do so? My wife just wanted In Brer'ly got wet secret message tank top to be added to the pile of discontinued retro Disney shirts. I
saw they had them in The Briar Patch during CM Previews, but apparently they decided not to open this store for AP previews or the general reopening, and the tops weren't in stock when we entered the store at the end of the 11th. Hope they can reopen the Briar Patch at some point. Is this tank what it sounds like it
could be? The wetter it gets, the more visible the message? If so, that's brilliant! Yes, but I think it's only for the pass holder exclusive merchandise. Also, I would add: The economy is down, many are out of work. Why look down on people who can do something like this to make some extra income? Is that a lot of bags a
little exaggerated? Yes. But if you have the means... I don't agree with the price erosion on essentials, but these are luxury goods. If you can make a little extra income for what you need, I applaud the effort. Last edited: Jul 13, 2020 I didn't see a single ornament Friday morning &amp; I went right there. Hopefully in
November people will have calmed down &amp; I'll be able to get one! I collect Mickey Ear ornaments, but try to limit myself to one per Haha. I didn't see a single one. Friday morning &amp; I went right there. Hopefully in November people will have calmed down &amp; I'll be able to get one! I collect Mickey Ear
ornaments, but try to limit myself to one per trip, haha. ... because it is a collector's item for you, not a way to retire early. Yes, but I think it's only for the pass holder exclusive merchandise. Also, I would add: The economy is down, many are out of work. Why look down on people who can do something like this to make
some extra income? Is that a lot of bags a little exaggerated? Yes. But if you have the means... I don't agree with the price erosion on essentials, but these are luxury goods. If you can make a little extra income for what you need, I applaud the effort. I understand what you are saying, but I respectfully disagree. Charging
$500 for a $28 item is ridiculous and can't be categorized under making a little extra income. And if anyone is facing tough financial times, do they have the means to go to WDW? It doesn't make any sense. If these people in the photo sincerely wanted to maybe keep one and sell one, I don't even have a problem with it
as long as the mark-up is within reason. It is clear that they had bought many goods; I wouldn't be surprised if they were offered at E-Bay right now. Most recently edited: Jul 13, 2020 Hope people in this thread are right and Disney's will keep their hauling game – without knowing their timeline about having the merch
done it would be hard to guess when they'll stop launching, even if we knew when the tour's last day will be, which of course we didn't. My bet is with most here that it will be a while before we even get an announcement and we will see Disney keep right on the release through at least the end of the year, if not
significantly longer. Which is all comforting words for myself as I sit here hoping they won't be cleared out when I go in early fall, and maybe I'll even be lucky enough to be able to just go to the store without signing up for a virtual queue. But... I don't know, I guess I never felt a need to buy plushes on any previous trips,
so whether I need any of them now is questionable. On the other hand, my favorite WDW souvenir is my Skippy plush from Extraterrorestrial and half the reason I care that thing is because he's not around anymore........ I just wanted a memory of my future grandson... Hope people in this thread are right, and Disney's
will keep their restocking game – without knowing their timeline about having the merch done it would be hard to guess when they'll stop launching, even if we knew when the tour's last day will be, which of course we didn't. My bet is with most here that it will be a while before we even get an announcement and we will
see Disney keep right on the release through at least the end of the year, if not significantly longer. Which is all comforting for myself as I sit here hoping they won't be cleared out when I go in early autumn and maybe I'll even be so lucky lucky to be able to simply go to the store without signing up for a virtual queue. But...
I don't know, I guess I never felt a need to buy plushes on any previous trips, so whether I need any of them now is questionable. On the other hand, my favorite WDW souvenir is my Skippy plush from Extraterrorestrial and half the reason I care about the thing is because he's not around anymore.... My favorite is a
figment that my late aunt bought me somewhere many years ago. Iy is something I will never let go of. I understand what you are saying, but I respectfully disagree. Charging $500 for a $28 item is ridiculous and can't be categorized under making a little extra income. And if anyone is facing tough financial times, do they
have the means to go to WDW? It doesn't make any sense. If these people in the photo sincerely wanted to maybe keep one and sell one, I don't even have a problem with it as long as the mark-up is within reason. It is clear that they had bought many goods; I wouldn't be surprised if they were offered at E-Bay right now.
Who decides within a reason? Personally, as a fan of Disney, I've bought a few things out of the ground. You make your decisions as an adult and choose. Can I afford this? Maybe not. Then you don't buy it. and it probably has a value far greater than $$.... It does. I have a home, two decent cars, two big dogs, but that
Figment means a lot to me since my aunt died of cancer far too soon. Jim Hill reported that splash won't go out of business for 2-4 years. It seems like as long as there is a demand for the products and Disney is not facing social setbacks for selling them that they will continue to produce and stocking the items until the
tour actually shifts over. This seems like many similar times in recent times when a limited number of collectibles are released, they sell out and create demand, so Disney makes a ton of them to satisfy the market. (ie: Rose Gold ears, Orange Bird cups, Be our guest Rose cup, and know and know. it's also important to
remember that just because something is listed on eBay at a certain price doesn't necessarily mean that it will sell at that price. I've seen auctions for different collectibles sit at a high price for months with no movement. Looked at the web. Nothing available. They didn't rebuild today according to a few CMs when I went to
the store at 4ish no themed merch at all. They didn't rebuild today according to a few CMs when I went to the store at 4ish no themed merch at all. Yes, I rode Splash Mountain today and i'm going to check into the store afterwards. They sold Mickey &amp; Minnie dolls where the Brer dolls used to be. Page 5 A thought of
restocking: Although they keep having more made and continue to sell it, I wouldn't be surprised if we are facing a period here where can't be found in the park shops. There is a limited amount of stock on hand at any given time, although more come, coming, with people going nuts on it.... What I'm saying is don't
assume that if things are sold out this month they will remain sold out. Jim Hill reported that splash won't go out of service in 2-4 years. It seems like as long as there is a demand for the products and Disney is not facing social setbacks for selling them that they will continue to produce and stocking the items until the tour
actually shifts over. This seems like many similar times in recent times when a limited number of collectibles are released, they sell out and create demand, so Disney makes a ton of them to satisfy the market. (ie: Rose Gold ears, Orange Bird cups, Be our guest Rose cup, and know and know. it's also important to
remember that just because something is listed on eBay at a certain price doesn't necessarily mean that it will sell at that price. I've seen auctions for different collectibles sit at a high price for months with no movement. That's very true. I understand what you are saying, but I respectfully disagree. Charging $500 for a
$28 item is ridiculous and can't be categorized under making a little extra income. And if anyone is facing tough financial times, do they have the means to go to WDW? It doesn't make any sense. If these people in the photo sincerely wanted to maybe keep one and sell one, I don't even have a problem with it as long as
the mark-up is within reason. It is clear that they had bought many goods; I wouldn't be surprised if they were offered at E-Bay right now. I understand what you're saying. My wife bought me 2 figments sleeping. She got one for me and one if the dogs came to the other. We sold. the other. So on our next visit we bought 3
more and sold them. There wasn't an extravagant profit, but it was money that really helped out. There is no Splash Mountain merch online at ShopDisney, is it only available in person? According to Twitter the store is replenished right now, but I would expect it to disappear quickly. Especially with the AP discount being
bumped to 30%. Yes, I have that one, and that's what it does! That's super cool! Do you have any idea about the technology behind it? It's unbelievable. Also, how did they sell it and let you know what you bought if it wasn't always wet? There's a new children's tank top that has appeared in the Disney online store this
morning. Hopefully this is a sign that the SM thing is being available online for purchase. Do you have any idea about the technology behind it? It's unbelievable. Also, how did they sell it and let you know what you bought if it wasn't always wet? There is a sticker on it that says Message appears when the shirt gets wet.
Right on the front. There's a sign of Splash that looks exactly like the pic, it pretty much ends up looking like it. Sorry, I don't have a picture of the other wet yet. There's a new children's tank top that has appeared in the Disney online store this morning. Hopefully this is a sign that the SM thing is about to be online for for
Saw that one. No sign in it though, thought it was strange for the empty log! There is a sticker on it that says Message appears when the shirt gets wet. Right on the front. There's a sign of Splash that looks exactly like the pic, it pretty much ends up looking like it. Sorry, I don't have a picture of the other wet yet. Wow..
good to see it's not a white shirt! We were lucky enough to get a mug, towel and brer rabbit plush last year. I really hope they offer merch for a few years before the conversion itself. I've been watching ebay closely bc I really want Funko pop. Noticed last night a few new listings came online on there for pop claims to wait
for their ShopDisney order. Now I've also been watching the ShopDisney page and the URL for pop just shows Ralph error page. Any thoughts on where these people ordered these from? Both listings have like 5+ available said to arrive in August-September. I really don't want to pay some ebay price gouger bc I think
they are the worst kind of people so trying to hold out hope haha. This may be off-topic, a little. But Disney put itself in a win-win situation, and it was a very clever strategy. Rebranding Splash will make some people happy. They win points, and ultimately, business. Getting rid of Splash makes the goods more desirable.
Score 2. Disney will get a surge of cashflow out of this move (and I'm sure it's necessary). But it comes at a price of tradition. I understand that Disney is all about $$, as it should be. It's a business. Disney has to satisfy shareholders (as I am). But it seems like we're losing Roy and Walt's vision. But again, business is
business. ... and if you got angry at the previous photo I posted, wait until you see this: Any recent updates on the gift shop are open and if any Splash merch is available there? .... my DS is a CM on furlough. The last time he visited MK, he was told they no longer carry any SM items in the gift shop. Last edited: Oct 3,
2020 I think these guys had the right idea after all. There is no Splash Mountain merch online at ShopDisney, is it only available in person? ..... Nope.... no one to find.... my DS [a CM] couldn't even get any. I had wanted to get plushies of the 3 main brers for my new granddaughter [she arrives around October 26th!
YAY!] and come up empty. Tom.
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